Sales policy
This document provides a governance structure to all parties with regard to the sale or raffle of any item
within the Arsenal Cape Town environment, including but not limited to any electronic, social media or
other places of trade platforms.
It is important to note that this policy should be read with all other club policy documents. Please
contact the club via our Facebook page or via email to request copies of policy documents or for your
convenience visit our website to obtain all the latest policy documents. The clubs contact details can be
found at the bottom of this page.
The policy is approved by the committee and applicable to all stakeholders of Arsenal Cape Town,
including all its branches. The policy is effective immediately. The Official Arsenal Cape Town
Supporters’ Club hereinafter referred to as “the Club”.
Policy rules
1. The seller must engage the club for approval before advertising any product or item on any of
the clubs platforms.
2. The seller must provide valid proof of address and contact details not older than three months.
3. The Arsenal FC and Arsenal Cape Town official logo may not on any condition be replicated or
manipulated in any way or form. The seller is responsible to familiarize them with the logo.
4. Any sale of product or item to Arsenal Cape Town stakeholders is subject to the approval of the
committee.
5. The item itself should not harbor nor contain any profanity, hate speech, racism or any other
derogatory statements, including content or graphical use.
6. The committee may request a 10% of sales donation to Arsenal Cape Town.
7. The seller must, if requested, provide evidence of ownership and or authenticity of a product
and or satisfy the committee that the item of sale is in a workable and satisfactory condition. The
club may request proof that the seller is a licensed distributor.
8. The seller must be older than 18 years, a valid citizen of the republic of South Africa and have
no criminal history.
9. The seller is responsible for the full life cycle of the trade of goods/item and the club is in no way
obligated to assist in the profit of sale, procurement of goods or movement of cash relating to
the sale.
10. The seller takes full responsibility for any loss or damages of goods during and upon completion
of the sale.
11. Any post sale discrepancies is strictly between the seller and the receiver of the item, product or
service.
12. Violation of any these terms will result in the immediate retraction of the item being sold or
raffled.

